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Fill in the blanks choosing the most appropriate word(s) from those given below.

1. You should prepare well for the exams.  This sentence is an example for ........sentence.[ ]
a) Declarative b) imperative c) exclamatory d) interrogative

2. I wounded myself. The word ‘myself’ is a/an .......... pronoun. [ ]
a) personal b) demonstrative c) relative d) reflexive

3. Which of the following is not a material noun? [ ]
a) gold b) silver c) ragi d) bronze

4. Which of the following is  an uncountable noun? [ ]
a) umbrella b) a girl c) wood d) candle

5. Which of these prefixes means AGAIN? [ ]
a) im b) re c) un d) dis

6. Either of the two houses is good. The word ‘either’ is a/an ........... [ ]
a) demonstrative pronoun b) reflexive pronoun
c) indefinite pronoun d) distributive pronoun

7. What ! you are still here. The word ‘What’ is a/an ........... [ ]
a) reciprocal pronoun b) interrogative pronoun
c) exclamatory pronoun d) relative pronoun

8. Which of the following is closest in meaning to ‘intense’ [ ]
a) extreme b) deep c) feeling d) shallow

9. Which of the following words is spelt correctly? [ ]
a) villager b) villeger c) villagar d) villegar

10. Rearrange the following words to make a meaningful sentence. [ ]
fly high / do / in the sky / the birds
a) The birds fly do high in the sky. b) Do the birds fly high in the sky?
c) Fly high do the birds in the sky. d) In the sky do the birds fly high.

11. The vehicle sustained heavy damage. The word ‘heavy’ is a/an...... [ }
a) adjective of quality b) adjective of quantity
c) adjective of number d) distributive adjective

12. Ranga is ........... than clever. [ ]
a) industrious b) most industrious
c) more industrious d) industrious most

13. ........... dinner is ready. (Choose the appropriate  option) [ ]
a) a b) an c) the d) no article
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14 . The conclusions in the report were based on a false ........... [ ]
a) premise b) premises c) land d) area

15. We dislike bitterness. The word ‘bitterness’ is a/an ........... [ ]
a) common noun b) proper noun c) abstract noun d) collective noun

16. I want my books. The word ‘my’ in the given sencence is a/an........case . [ ]
a) possessive b) nominative c) accusative d) reflexive

17. They themselves confessed the crime. The word ‘themselves’ here is a .......... [ ]
a) reflexive pronoun b) demonstrative pronoun
c) distributive pronoun d) indefinite pronoun

18. The window has glass panes. The word ‘glass’ here is a/an ........... noun. [ ]
a) abstract b) material c) uncountable d) countable

19. The clock works. This verb in the given sentence is a/an ........... verb [ ]
a) intransitive b) transitive c) strong d) root

20. Which is an example of a helping verb? [ ]
a)  walk b) run c) drill d) will

21. May you prosper and .............. (Choose the appropriate phrase) [ ]
a) flourish as the neem tree b) flourish as the palm tree
c) flourish  as the banana tree d) flourish as the banyan tree

22. Measles ..............not a deadly disease. [ ]
a) is b)  are c) were d) have

23. If I ..............her earlier, my life would have been different. [ ]
a) has known b) had known c) am known d) are known

24. ..............you care for  a cup of tea? [ ]
a) Shall b) Can c) May d) Will

25. I refrain..............telling a lie. [ ]
a) to b) on c) from d) at

26. Prasad stood behind me. The part of speech of ‘behind’ in the given sentence  is ...... [ ]
a) conjunction b) preposition c) adjective d) adverb

27. Krishna got ..............best actor award. [ ]
a) a b) an c) the d) no article

28. The Principal wanted ..............services of ..............few scouts [ ]
a) a, an b) the, a c) the, the d) an, the

29. The leaf ..............on the water. [ ]
a) swims b) sank c) drowned d) floats

30. This is a ................ hospital. [ ]
a) child's b) children's c) childrens' d) childrens's

31. Don’t quarrel .............. trifles. [ ]
a) on b) over c) at d) by

32. Please sign .............. this paper. [ ]
a) on b) in c) at d) no preposition

33. I reached there .............. the train had left. [ ]
a) because b) so c) after d) or
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34. .............. I saw my uncle, I came back. [ ]
a) No sooner than b) As hardly as c) As soon as d) Not only

35. The antonym for the word  ‘apprentice’ [ ]
a) mentor b) average c) trainee d) expert

36. If I had the money I .............. buy ornaments. [ ]
a) could b) can c) will d) shall

37. The other ‘gender’ for patron  is......... [ ]
a) patroner b) patroness c) patrior d) patrieress

38. The ‘synonym’ for the word ‘arrogance’ [ ]
a) soft b) smooth c) angry d) haughtiness

39. The ‘antonym’ for the word ‘blend’ [ ]
a) concoct b) distintegrate c) fabricate d) unexciting

40. The plural form for the word ‘Index’ [ ]
a) indices b) indexes c) indexess d) indexers

41. The opposite word for ‘victory’ [ ]
a) success b) win c) defeat d) conquer

42. A .............. of ponies. [ ]
a) string b) chain c) bar d) row

43. This is the train .............. goes to Delhi. (Use proper word to fill the blank) [ ]
a) What b) When c) Which d) Whom

44. ‘When do you read?’ is a/an .............. sentence. [ ]
a) imperative b) interrogative c) optative d) declarative

45. A bullet .............. past the ears of the terrorist. (Choose the proper word) [ ]
a) ran b) want c) whizzed d) gone

(46 - 50) Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.

In a jungle, on a fig tree, lived a flock of geese and a wise old gander.

One day, the gander saw a tiny creeper at the bottom of the tree. It looked pretty but the gander
was not happy to see it. He feared that the creeper would grow and soon reach the top of the tree.
Then, it could help a person to climb up and lay a trap for them. He warned the geese to cut it
while it was small.

The geese did not heed his advice and forgot it. Meanwhile, the creeper grew bigger and reached
the top of the tree.

One day, while the geese had gone out for food, a hunter came and lay a trap for them.

On returning, the geese were caught. Tearfully, the geese apologised to the wise old gander and
asked him to help. The kind gander forgave them. He told them to lie still and pretend to be dead
when the hunter came in the morning. He would have no use for dead geese and free them from
the trap. Then they could all fly away.

The geese followed his advice and were able to escape....Alive.

46. A flock of ............... lived on the fig tree. [ ]
a) geese and old ganders b) geese and some gander
c) gander and some geese d) geese and a gander
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47. The gander saw one day ..............  at the foot of the tree. [ ]
a) a kind of snake, creeper b) a kind of grass, creeper
c) a kind of plant, creeper d) none of the above

48. The geese were caught in the trap because [ ]
a) they were unable to fly.
b) the creeper grew bigger.
c) they had gone out for food.
d) they did not pay attention to the gander’s advice.

49. The gander advised them to .......... [ ]
a) fly away together with the trap. b) lie still and pretend to be dead.
c) pretend to be dead and fly away suddenly. d) pretend to be deed.

50. The gander in the story was....... [ ]
a) old, wise and kind. b) old, cunning and kind.
c) old, clever and unforgiving. d) old, simple and kind.
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